
  Related Perspectives

 Seek Quality as Bull Market Matures
CIO Scott Glasser discusses why growth and value stocks can both do well going forward by maintaining a bias toward high-
quality companies.

 Staying Risk Averse at a Growth-Cyclical Crossroads
Appreciation 2Q21: Either the economic strength is real, and yields should rise, or market valuations are at risk.

 Inflation May Linger Longer Than Many Expect
2Q21 Commentary: Overall, businesses levered to economic recovery have a better risk/reward than mega growth
companies.

 Midyear Outlook: What Normalization Could Mean
CIO Scott Glasser joins Jeff Schulze to assess the current state of equity markets and the economy.

 Rising Rates A Burden of Proof on High Valuations
Dividend Strategy 1Q21: Robust sales and earnings growth should lay the foundation for solid dividend increases.
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ClearBridge Co-Chief Investment Officer Scott Glasser joins a panel of Franklin Templeton specialist investment managers, "Work,
Life and Investing: How the Pandemic is Shaping the Future," where he weighs in on equity leadership of technology and related
momentum stocks and highlights undervalued opportunities in other areas of the market. 
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